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Introduction
Some History
Electro-mechanical relays -- single
function phase or zone packaged
Analog electronic relays were packaged
similar to E/M (although generally not
drawout)
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Packaging
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Introduction
Some History (continued)

Early micro-processor relays were
labeled multi-function because they
had 3-phase & Ground in one package
Some folks objected due to common
power supply

Then micro-processor relays added
more functions + metering
Now we throw in still more functions +
metering + records + PMU + …..
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Why not make relays simpler?
Flexibility versus complexity
Manufacturers have multiple lines of relays
simplest are still often more than you need

Flexibility drives user innovation
user innovation drives more complexity
Ken Behrendt (SEL) told me once that no matter
what they gave me I’d want one more thing.

New industry standards (IEEE, IEC, NEMA)
Marketing – who’s widget is better
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What’s being dome to make setting relays easier?
We are learning from other industries
PC – hide complex operations behind simple user
commands
Process control – graphical interfaces are intuitive
Automotive – soft controls drive down cost

Simple, one page set-up screens
Graphical interface for setting design
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Simple, one page set-up screens
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Graphical interface for setting design
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OV Alarm (VO15)

Use Phase OV1 for trip (59P group2) and FlexElement1 operate for the alarm (59P group1)

Virt Op 14 (VO14)

Virt Op 13 (VO13)
UV Alarm (VO6)

Graphical interface setting design
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Do I turn it on or turn it off?
Consider the single function model (why
did I buy this thing?)
IEEE standards like 242-2001 - IEEE Recommended
Practice for Protection and Coordination of
Industrial and Commercial Power Systems (IEEE
Buff Book)
Primary equipment manufacturer’s
recommendations
Similar function electro-mechanical installations
Older engineers
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Do I turn it on or turn it off?
Add functions as needed, not as available
Define your system needs (speed, reliability,
security, etc.)
Consider operational needs (operator interfaces,
emergency operation, impact of outages, back-spin,
etc.)
Consider maintenance needs (redundancy,
provisions for testing, etc.)
Add functions that serve your unique needs, turn
off the others
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Case studies
Unrestrained high-speed bus differential
causes false trip

High capacity buses are susceptible to CT saturation
Restrained differential is secure against CT
saturation
dual slope characteristic, directional check & saturation
detector

Unrestrained (instantaneous) differential may be a
bit faster (4 mS) but has no security
After enabling unrestrained differential, CT
saturation caused false trip
Risk may not be worth the small speed benefit
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Case studies
Start inhibit function prevents needed
restart of FD fan motor
Customer set number of starts per hour to 2 per
data sheet
Set time between starts to 30 minutes (since 2 x 30
min = 1 hour right???)
Operator tried to start fan with brakes set – motor
relay tripped on locked rotor
Operator required 2 minutes to open brake but had
to wait 30 minutes to restart (plant output worth
$300 K per hour
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Case studies
Phase current imbalance trips multiple
motors in plant during “normal” voltage
imbalance
There is about a 5:1 ratio between current and
voltage imbalance
Customer set current unbalance to trip at 10% per
motor data sheet (full load spec)
Voltage imbalance went to 2.2% (utility issue)
Current unbalance tripped even though TCU was
well below 100%
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Case studies
Acceleration timer trips motor
Learned data says average acceleration time is 10
seconds
Thermal capability curves allow 26 seconds for cold
start locked rotor (20 seconds for hot start)
Acceleration timer set for 12 seconds
Motor trips when locked rotor lasted more than 12
seconds
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Case studies
Non-directional over-current backup on
transmission transformer trips during early
stages of regional blackout
Phase TOC pickup set to 125% of FOA rating
(intended for system short circuit backup not overload protection)
Transmission stressed by numerous outages –
causes transformer over-load and phase TOC trip
(contributes to regional black-out)
Impossible to coordinate correctly without
directional control
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Case studies
Transformer protection so sensitive and fast
that fault can not be found by testing
Line termination transformer closed into grounding
cluster
Sudden pressure and Sensitive Earth Fault
protection both trip transformer (total fault duration
about 2.5 cycles)
Subsequent TTR, Megger and Doble testing nonconclusive.
Transformer had history of gassing – DGA nonconclusive
Reenergized after testing and tripped on differential
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Case studies
Motor thermal element used for phase TOC
for transformer protection causes false trip
Thermal model tripping criteria is TCU, not amps
Curves look like f(T,A) but are actually f(T,A,TCU)
Time to trip at any moment will vary depending on
the starting TCU
Impossible to coordinate with downstream devices
Low voltage feeder fault tripped high side MCC
Load current before the fault shifted curves down
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Conclusion
As manufacturers we need to continue to
develop simpler interfaces
Not enough protection could cause problems
Too much protection will cause problems
Stick to your fundamental functions
Consider operation and maintenance needs
Don’t worry about getting your money’s worth
(turn it off and be happy)
Damned if you do and damned if you don’t …
the relay engineers moto!
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Questions
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